Higher-order topological phases with corner and hinge modes are fascinating consequences of the topological bulk-boundary (BB) correspondence extended to two or more codimensions. Inspired by recent experimental progress in non-Hermitian photonic and electrical metamaterials, we investigate in this work higher-order boundary modes, focusing particularly on the interplay between topological modes and "skin" boundary modes induced by non-reciprocity. A formalism to study higher-order skin effects is advocated and the discovery of new classes of hybrid higher-order skin-topological modes is reported. The hybrid skin-topological modes crucially rely on the spontaneous breaking of reciprocity due to topological localization, with no non-topological or Hermitian analogs. The number of possible hybridization channels increases rapidly with dimensionality, leading to a proliferation of distinct phases. In addition, higher-order skin modes or hybrid skin-topological modes can restore unitarity and are hence stable, allowing for experimental observations and manipulations.
Higher-order topological phases with corner and hinge modes are fascinating consequences of the topological bulk-boundary (BB) correspondence extended to two or more codimensions. Inspired by recent experimental progress in non-Hermitian photonic and electrical metamaterials, we investigate in this work higher-order boundary modes, focusing particularly on the interplay between topological modes and "skin" boundary modes induced by non-reciprocity. A formalism to study higher-order skin effects is advocated and the discovery of new classes of hybrid higher-order skin-topological modes is reported. The hybrid skin-topological modes crucially rely on the spontaneous breaking of reciprocity due to topological localization, with no non-topological or Hermitian analogs. The number of possible hybridization channels increases rapidly with dimensionality, leading to a proliferation of distinct phases. In addition, higher-order skin modes or hybrid skin-topological modes can restore unitarity and are hence stable, allowing for experimental observations and manipulations.
Qualitatively new physics often emerge when one ventures into higher dimensions. This is especially true for topological lattices, where approaches like K-theory, dimensional reduction and holography have demonstrated intricate relations between phases in different dimensions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Higher dimensions not only support more sophisticated topological invariants and order parameters, but also allow lower-dimensional constituent phases to hybridize in novel ways [3, 9, 10]. Lately, there has been much focus on phases with higher-order (quadrupolar and beyond) topological polarizations which, unlike conventional topological systems, support protected modes at the boundary of the boundary of a topological bulk [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Esoteric as they sound, such phases are already experimental realities in electronic, photonic, electrical and mechanical systems [23] [24] [25] [26] .
Higher-order phases studied to date rely crucially on the topological bulk-boundary (BB) correspondence, being characterized by iterated topological polarization numbers [11, 12] . As such, they can be well understood so long as the BB correspondence holds. Yet, recent studies in non-Hermitian systems have prompted serious challenges to BB correspondence, presenting for instance significant discrepancies between topological phase boundaries and bulk gap closure points [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . In particular, non-reciprocal non-Hermitian systems possess nontopological "skin" boundary modes in addition to the usual topological boundary modes [28, 31, 34] . Nonreciprocal couplings are intrinsically present and technologically useful in various device designs, such as lasers as well as various types of electrical components [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] .
A key motivating insight of this work is the realization that skin and topological modes contribute to higherorder boundary modes on equal footing. It leads to our discovery of hybrid skin-topological modes, where balanced net non-reciprocity spontaneously broken by topological localization leads to boundary effects with no Hermitian, reciprocal or non-topological analog. We first lay out a formalism for the higher-order skin effect, and next explain why hybrid skin-topological modes emerge in a 2-dimensional (2D) model. Finally, we discuss the proliferating hybridization possibilities in higher dimensions.
Non-reciprocal boundary modes -Non-reciprocal lattices are characterized by unbalanced couplings t ia;jb = t jb;ia between two sites with unit cell and sublattices indices (i, a) and (j, b). When Hermiticity is also absent [46] (t ia;jb = t * jb;ia ), the unbalanced couplings pump states towards their net direction en masse, leading to modified topological pumping [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] as well as extensive boundary accumulation known as the skin effect [29, 31, 34] . Consider a generic non-reciprocal one-dimensional (1D) tight-binding Hamiltonian
where H ab (k) = H ba (−k) is the momentum-space coupling matrix obtain via Fourier transformation. The extent and direction of the population accumulation i.e. skin effect of an energy E eigenmode under open boundary conditions (OBCs) is quantified by the magnitude and sign of the decay length L. Remarkably, we can find L via complex analytical continuation of the Bloch mo-
, which gives L −1 as the smallest |κ| [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] for which
is at least doubly degenerate in κ [34] . To understand this intuitively, consider a Gedanken experiment interpolating between open and periodic boundary conditions (OBC→ PBC) by gradually diminishing the boundary couplings through imaginary flux insertion [34] , which amounts to the continuation k → k + iκ. In the complex energy plane, this yields fictitious spectral flows towards the PBC loop interior i.e. blue-magenta curves of Fig. 1(c) . It can be shown [34] the spectrum [black in Fig. 1(c) ] converge along arcs or lines, which are exactly where κ is doubly degenerate. Points where these skin arcs touch correspond to jumps in the biorthogonal polarization, as previously shown for zero modes in a different context [30] . Importantly, no κ spectral flow and hence skin effect occurs in reciprocal systems, since their PBC spectra are already line or arcs.
FIG. 1: (a) The 1D monoatomic non-reciprocal lattice of H 1D skin with t ± = 1 ± 0.8, and its summed squared skin eigenmode amplitude ρ(
The 2D monoatomic non-reciprocal lattice of H 2D skin and its ρ(x, y), for t x,y ± = 1 ± 0.8. (c) PBC bulk spectrum (brown loop) of H 1D skin with real OBC skin spectrum (gray) in its interior, blue-magenta curves representing the PBC-OBC (bulk-skin) interpolation. (d) Spectra of H 2D skin under double PBC (brown) and x-OBC/y-PBC skin modes (gray) in E-k y space. (e) Double PBC spectrum (brown) and x-OBC/y-PBC (gray) spectra from (d), together with the real double OBC (yellow) spectrum, which are that of skin modes of skin modes.
Skin modes are hence tied to the complex analytic band structure, which is algebraic, not topological. Indeed, they can emerge even in a one-band model (with H(k) a c-number ). To illustrate this point and the theory behind Eq. (2), consider a 1D monoatomic chain alongx with unbalanced couplings [ Fig. 1(a) ]:
From Eq. (2), skin modes correspond to degenerate solutionsk µ ,k ν of H 1D skin (k) = E with κ µ = κ ν . A short computation yields e ikµ,ν = e ikµ,ν e −κµ,ν = E ± E 2 − 4t + t − /(2t − ), from which κ µ = κ ν yields the loci of the skin modes E ∈ R, |E| < 2 √ t + t − [gray line in Fig. 1(c) ], which lies within the PBC eigenenergy loci E = t + e −ik + t − e ik [brown curve in Fig. 1 1(c) clearly suggests that the OBC skin spectrum can be real even when the PBC spectrum extends deep into the complex plane. The boundaries are thus seen to restore unitary time evolution by suppressing attenuation or instabilities along periodic paths. To further digest this, note that the lattice system of H 1D skin (k), with OBCs implemented, is gauge equivalent to that of H 1D skin k + i log |t − /t + | [57] , which is evidently Hermitian with real spectrum. Indeed, this observation is a special case of the general result [34] that the OBC spectrum is preserved under shifts H(k) → H(k + is) for all s ∈ C, which explains why many purportedly nonHermitian systems do not admit gains and losses unless they are under PBCs. These 1D insights will be exploited below for examining higher dimensional systems.
Higher-order skin effect -Inspired by topological corner modes from nontrivial quadrupole polarization, we now introduce skin corner modes from the higher-order skin effect. Consider a 2D non-reciprocal Hamiltonian H(k) with k = (k x , k y ). First-order skin modes are obtained by taking OBCs in one direction, sayx. Generalizing the example of H 1D skin , the resultantx skin mode can be effectively represented by a complex non-Bloch momentum mode with inverse decay length κ x (k) determined by Eq. (2). κ x (k) generically depends on k because the PBC modes at different k may "collapse" into skin modes under different amounts of imaginary flux. The effective Hamiltonian for x-OBCs is hence given by
OBCs are also taken in the y-direction, resultant second-order skin modes will be governed by the following effective Hamiltonian
with κ y (k), theŷ inverse decay length, similarly determined by Eq. (2) [58] . In higher dimensions, this procedure can be repeated ad infinitum until 0D corner modes with inverse decay lengths κ x (k), κ y (k) ... are obtained.
For a concrete illustration, we generalize our 1D nonreciprocal monoatomic lattice of Eq. 3 to 2D [ Fig. 1(b) ]. The resultant one-band 2D Hamiltonian reads:
Under PBCs along both directions (double PBCs), the spectrum consists of a series of closed k x spectral loops parameterized by k y , which collectively form a torus in the 3D space indexed by (Re E, Im E, k y ), as shown in Fig. 1(d) . OBCs in the x-direction (x-OBC/y-PBC) yield k y -dependent 1st-order skin modes given by E = E − t y + e −iky −t y − e iky ∈ R, |E | < 2 t x + t x − , which form a striplike spectrum within the double PBC torus of Fig. 1(d) . Introducing OBCs also in the y-direction (double OBC), these left/right skin modes will accumulate at the top or bottom edges, forming 2nd-order skin corner modes with
, E ∈ R [yellow line within gray loops in Fig. 1(e) ]. where the double PBC spectrum exhibit arcs instead of loops due to net x-direction reciprocity.
Destructive interference of non-reciprocity -While skin boundary modes arise exclusively from nonreciprocity, topological boundary modes are of a different origin. To set the stage for their interplay, we introduce a 4-band model with 2 sublattices in directionsx andŷ:
−ikx for j = 1, 2 and H j,± = t y ± δ j + t e −iky for j = 3, 4. It is a mesh of 2 different non-reciprocal Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) models in each direction [31, 35, 59, 60] [ Fig. 2(a) ], hence possessing the chiral sym-
As seen below, this minimal model allows for "destructive interference" or cancellation of non-reciprocity [ Fig. 2(a) ], which is contained in the δ j 's that quantify the pumping influence in each acbd plaquette [ Fig. 2(a) ]; when they all vanish,Ĥ 4-band reduces to the well-studied Hermitian second-order topological model [11, 12, 22] . The additional symmetry H 4-band (k) = H * 4-band (−k) enforces E(k) = E * (−k), leading to skin spectra symmetric about the real axis. Of them, many modes are real and exhibiting unitary time evolution, in analogy to those of the abovementioned monoatomic lattice.
When non-reciprocities along both directions of each plaquette do not destructively interfere (δ 1 + δ 2 = δ 3 + δ 4 = 0), we obtain 2nd order skin corner modes [large blobs in Fig. 2(b) ] like in our 1-band model. The double OBC spectrum (yellow) lies in the interior of the x-OBC/y-OBC spectrum (gray), which in turn lies in the interior of the double PBC spectral loops (brown), indicative of both x and y-direction skin effects [ Fig. 2(c,d) ]. Due to nontrivial topological winding, a topological corner mode at E = 0 is simultaneously present [58] .
Consider next the case of Fig. 2(e) , where the net non-reciprocities cancel along the x but not y-direction (δ 1 = δ 2 ). We observe the skin effect only in the ydirection, as evident from the mode accumulation on the top but not the left or right edges. Additionally, topological corner modes are also present at the top right corner (x = 1, y = 20), although they do not scale extensively with system length, in contrast to the skin modes. The x-direction skin effect is seen to be absent, because the PBC spectra already form strips [ Fig. 2(f) ] or arcs [ Fig. 2(g) ] that preclude imaginary flux evolution and hence non-reciprocal pumping between the double-PBC (brown) and x-OBC/y-PBC (gray) spectra.
Hybrid skin-topological modes -We now describe the most intriguing and novel scenario of hybrid skintopological (ST) corner modes, whose existence require both topological protection and the skin effect. With cou-pling arranged such that the non-reciprocities cancel in both directions (Fig. 3) , no skin effect is observed under OBCs in either direction, as expected from the vanishing net non-reciprocity. Yet, surprisingly, skin modes are still observed when OBCs are taken in both directions! This conundrum is resolved by realizing that the double OBC corner modes [ Fig. 3(b) ] arise from the skin effect on the first-order topological modes [ Fig. 3(a) ] possessing unequal amplitudes on different sublattices. Not experiencing the full destructive interference of non-reciprocity, they are thus locally non-reciprocal (Fig. 3b) . Such spontaneous breaking of sublattice symmetry and hence non-reciprocity is generic among topological modes, and gives rise to a new class of hybrid skintopological boundary modes. Apparent in Fig. 3(c,d) , both the double PBC (brown) and x-OBC/y-PBC bulk (gray) spectra consists of arcs (i.e. strips along k y ) and hence admit no skin effect. Yet, the x-OBC/y-PBC topological boundary mode (gray) is a locally non-reciprocal spectral loop which admits hybrid skin-topological modes arcs (yellow) in its interior [34] . As distinct from secondorder skin modes extensive in system area, hybrid skintopological modes scale with the system length. Of all these nontrivial classes,
Higher dimensional generalizations -In a generic ddimensional lattice, each dimension can contribute skin (S) or topological (T) boundary modes, or neither (0). Hence there exist a total of
contain hybrid modes. For instance, the hybrid mode classes for d = 3 are SST, STT and ST0, corresponding to skin-skin-topological, skin-topological-topological hybrid corner modes and skin-topological hybrid hinge modes respectively. Since the sequence for taking open boundaries is of no physical significance, permutations of T,S and 0 lead to no new classes. Being extensive, the total density of skin-topological modes scale with the system length L like L s , where s is the number of S's. For concreteness, we realize the STT, SST and SS0 classes with a 3D lattice comprising stacks of our 2D modelĤ 
t α,± = t α ± δ α , α = a, b, c, d sublattices. SinceĤ 3D is monoatomic in the z-direction for simplicity, it can only support the skin effect (S). Like before, we set the four δ α 's to yield no net non-reciprocity alongẑ (δ a,c = −δ b,d ), so that resultant hybrid modes have no known analogs. The spectra of (c) together with double OBC (yellow) spectrum. Net reciprocity leads to no skin effect (arcs) for most modes, except for the topological mode loops (gray) that produce hybrid skin-topological modes (yellow) at their interiors [58] .
In Fig. 4(b) , we realize the STT phase by stacking 2D layers of Hermitian 2nd-order topological lattices (TT) with δ 1,2,3,4 = 0. Its four topological corner modes are driven to the top and bottom layers, corresponding to the non-reciprocities of the hinges alongẑ. By stacking our hybrid 2D skin-topological systems (ST) with symmetrized non-reciprocities δ 1,2 = −δ 3,4 = 0.8, we also obtain the SST phase [ Fig. 4(c) ]. Its two groups of hybrid ST corner modes localize along a pair of diagonal hinges with both downward non-reciprocities, and are thus both driven to the bottom. Note the difference in normalized corner mode weightage between the STT and SST cases, whose mode densities scale like L and L 2 respectively.
To realize a higher-order SS0 skin-skin hinge mode, we stack 2D layers with skin edge modes (S0) from before [ Fig. 2(e-g)] , with symmetrized non-reciprocities δ 1,2,4 = −δ 3 = 0.8. The 1D edge modes from each layer combine to form 2D (x-ẑ andŷ-ẑ) surface modes in the 3D system, and are pumped into 1D hinge modes by the surface skin effect induced by the nonzero net surface non-reciprocity. Indeed in Fig. 4(d) , surface modes are driven toward the hinge at (x, y) = (1, 10), while those already on the hinge are also driven by the edge skin effect toward a corner, reminiscent of the cases in Fig. 4(b,c) . Discussion -Non-reciprocal boundary modes can be understood via a complex continuation of the Bloch momen-tum. This allows us to investigate skin boundary modes and topological modes on equal footing. The highlight of this work is the discovery of hybrid skin-topological (ST) modes, whereby lower-order topological modes spontaneously break the net reciprocity and host higher-order hybrid skin-topological modes with no Hermitian or nontopological analog. A plethora of different hybridization classes exist in higher dimensions, epitomizing the exciting interplay of non-reciprocity, topology and boundary effects. While reciprocity-breaking leads to complex spectrum in general, higher-order skin modes or hybrid skin-topological modes are of significant experimental interest because they can restore unitarity and are hence stable. Comment -Near the completion of our work, we became aware of a slightly related new preprint [62] . While Ref. [62] focused on second-order non-Hermitian topological phases and their experimental realization, our work mainly revolves around the novel higher-order ramifications of non-reciprocity, such as the higher-order skin effect and hybrid skin-topological modes.
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II. SECOND-ORDER SKIN MODES
Here, we provide a more detailed derivation of the second-order skin mode results of the simplest illustrative model from Fig. 1(b) of the main text. It is a 2D monoatomic lattice model given by
As explained, under PBCs along both directions (double PBCs), the spectrum consists of a series of closed k x spectral loops parametrized by k y . Equivalently, it can also be considered as a series of closed k y spectral loops parametrized by k x . As such, it traces out a projection of a torus in the complex E plane. This is illustrated in the center panel of Fig. S2 , with model parameters slightly deformed from the main text for additional graphical clarity.
When taking boundary conditions, the system can be taken as a 1D model in the direction of the OBC, with the other momenta taken as parameters. From the main text on the 1D 1-band model, OBCs in the x-direction (x-OBC/y-PBC) yield k y -dependent 1st-order skin modes given by
As a parameter, k y modifies the effective energy E but does not affect κ x . This can be seen in the top panel of Fig. S2 , where the x-OBC/y-PBC spectrum (gray) consists of straight lines (effective 1D skin modes) with centers displaced by t
Further introducing OBCs also in the y-direction (double OBC), these effective 1D skin modes will accumulate at the top or bottom edges, forming the 2nd-order skin corner modes. Geometrically, each eigenmode on the gray straight lines lies in an ellipse parametrized by k y , and can thus still undergo another iteration of the skin effect pumping even though they already belong to an x-OBC spectra. 
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Repeating an almost exact computation as in the 1D derivation, but with E replaced by E , we obtain
as the loci of the 2nd-order skin corner modes, which lies within in the interior of the x-OBC/y-PBC loops [yellow line within bottom panel of Note that while the inverse decay lengths κ v are independent of Bloch momentum k in this simple model, in general they are not. Suppose we add further couplings beyond the nearest-neighbor terms e ±ik , or multiple bands, such that the PBC loops do not possess any geometric symmetry. Obviously, then, their interior complex flux threading trajectories will no longer be symmetrical, and will terminate at degenerate arcs at different complex distances (κ(k)) that are dependent on the original PBC starting point k. An example with more than 1 band is shown in Fig. S3 , which features the 4-band model H 4-band from the main text with second-order skin-modes, t adjusted to 0.5 for greater graphical clarity. Its PBC loops cannot be easily deformed into rotationally-symmetric shapes, unlike ellipses, hence resulting in k-dependent κ x (k) and κ y (k). 
III. PBC-OBC INTERPOLATIONS FOR H 4-band
We now explicitly demonstrate how the PBC-OBC interpolation can be visualized using the technique of imaginary flux evolution, as first put forth by Ref. [34] . To apply it, the key concept to understand is that the PBC-OBC evolution entails PBC eigenmodes moving from the PBC loop (with real momentum) into its interior, terminating only when the loop degenerates into arcs, lines or points. During this evolution, the eigenmodes necessarily becomes spatially localized (non-Bloch), because all extended Bloch states must lie on the PBC loop, where Imk = κ = 0. Note that this evolution is only nontrivial in non-reciprocal lattices, since a reciprocal spectrum satisfies E(k) = E(−k) and hence necessarily retraces back onto itself in an arc/line, which has no interior. Fig. 3d (c) of the main text. Here the flow is taken with respect to the y-direction OBC, with the effective system being the 1D y-direction chain of x-OBC supercells. Notably, only the 1D topological edge modes (gray loops) exhibit imaginary spectra flow (skin effect) into the loop interior, leading to hybrid skin-topological modes.
